
NTA :- A PERSONAL POSTSCRIPT.

This is not a NTA perspective. It is my personal perspective,and  a review of
the Tiree Array project over the last 4 years. Some of my views are critical,
some are cynical, some even whimsical, but I have made every effort to be
objective . Read on.

Oct 2014

DEVELOPMENT :- Since NTA’s 2010 formation, contrary to what
Scottish Government(SG),and Scottish Minister’s wished to project in 2010,
subsequent investment ,and development of Scottish offshore renewables
remains, diddly squat.

This cartoon is testimony to SG’s lack of progress, and is an eloquent
epitaph to the Tiree Array.

WIND:

In Aug 2010 SG was looking to adopt nine STW(Scottish Territorial Waters)
sites, and two  Round 3 Sites ( Moray and Firth of Forth Forth) in Scotland’s
Renewable Energy Zone. In 2011, with somewhat inconsistent reasoning,
SG did not adopt three of the STW sites. One of them,SSE’s Kintyre,
allegedly turned out not to be as windy as originally anticipated!

Beatrice;- Is the sole Scottish project to progress through the subsidy regime. This was by default, as it had
not made the Dec 2013 cut re affordability to qualify for an early-stage Contracts for Difference (CfD) Its award
was met with speculation that it may be UK Govt sop prior to the Independence Referendum. Progress to
development may need fine tuning of its investment criteria.  Watch this space.

Moray;- along with all other possible Scottish sites has yet to enter the CfD subsidy process.

DEVELOPMENT STATUS:-

No positive investment decision has been made to progress Beatrice, and Moray, to  construction.

Not a single  offshore wind turbine has been installed in Scotland during NTA’s 4 years.

Between 2010-14, not only has there been a significant Developer-driven downsizing of Scottish Govt’s  plans,
and ambitions, but Developers have been forced into a mega reality check on the timescale to consent and
any subsequent investment-development decision.

Two sites,have recently been dropped by their
respective Developers;-. Tiree(SPR) in Dec
2013 and Islay(SSE) in Mar 2014.

They were dropped for being technically and/or
financially unviable.

This has resulted in all current
Scottish offshore wind development
being  located off E Coast Scotland.

Two, out of the remaining six sites, were
consented in Spring 2014.

The consented sites are:-

(1) Beatrice (75:25 SSE:Repsol)

(2) Moray (50:50 Repsol:EDP)

Beatrice is the only project that has made
progress through the DECC subsidy regime. It
was awarded an early-stage Contracts for
Difference (CfD)in April 2014 . SSE has stated
no final investment decision can be expected
till 2016, but prior to which SSE requires to
dilute  its equity in the project  to 50%.  Post
consent re-financing of offshore wind projects
has become common, so, subject to the
investment numbers stacking up, SSE should
be able to achieve this equity dilution.

SUBSIDY REGIME:-
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Moray originally anticipated consent by mid 2013. It was granted 12 months later in spring 2014. Moray
originally anticipated first generation by mid 2015, but the Developers still have to apply to the subsidy regime,
let alone make the investment decision. Assuming positives on both, first generation is unlikely before 2019.

Scotland’s offshore wind down-sizing, is put in a starker perspective when put in its UK context.

In 2010 this was the projection of Scottish installed turbines.

The 2010 projection for turbine installations in Scotland by 2014 was 70.

The 2014 reality is ZERO .
In contrast, the 2014 reality for the rest of the UK is current turbine installation exceeds 1000 units, with a
trajectory of 1500-1750 units installed prior to 2018.

   It is unlikely that Scotland will have any offshore wind turbine capacity installed prior to 2018.

TIDE:- Minimal consent. One small (4 X1.5 Mw turbine) first phase experimental  project made a positive
investment decision in  August,subject to finalising some issues. The investment decision was re-confirmed on the
19th Sept, a matter of hours after the NO result in the Independence Referendum. This was the announcement of
significant DECC and CE subsidy to this £51mill project . Was this a co-incidence? [refer to section on
Independence Referendum]

WAVE:- Minimal consent, minimal investment. Wave  must make a significant technological breakthrough
to offer itself as a meaningful competitive large-scale renewables option.

WIND:-  Scotland’s
contribution can at best be
described as meaningless. It
is not just the  delusional
perspective projected by
Scottish G, but test sites at
Hunterston and Methil, being
essentially onshore, are to
all intents irrelevant to
offshore development.

At Hunterston;- Onshore
installation of a Siemens’
6MW was completed at the
end  of last year. But the
same model is currently
generating offshore
Denmark and England. The
Siemens’ unit has gained full
DNV certification, so what
further testing at Hunterston
adds to the sum of our
knowledge is a mystery.

The foundations for the Mitsubishi turbine hit problems, but were completed for the unit’s arrival earlier this
Spring. This has been delayed. The  unit is not expected to arrive from Japan till late 2015..if it ever comes !

TECHNOLOGY:-
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Siemens’ 6MW tester being erected on-shore Hunterston / Samsung’s
Methil ‘offshore  tester’  a mere walk on the wild side( apologises to Lou
Reed) / On-shore foundations (background) still await Mitsubishi’s arrival



At Methil; the existing Samsung tester is only a short walk-way from
the shore .Bizarrely it was treated as an offshore development and went
through Marine Scotland ‘s Offshore Wind L&C  process , in contrast to
Siemens and Mitsubishi, which being land based went through the local
county council planning process.  The other contrast is Samsung’s
tester, being notionally offshore, gains 50 % more subsidy for any
generation. The Methil tester attracted significant SG subsidy.

It may be abandoned as Samsung currently reviews its world wide
offshore wind operations. Samsung has already disposed of some of its
offshore wind assets.

Aberdeen’ s European Offshore Wind Deployment Centre looks
equally irrelevant, having been abandoned by its major investors,
Sweden’s  Vattenfall and  France’s Technip , leaving  Aberdeen Council in
charge !!

The Scotland -Norway HVDC interconnect has been shelved

Floating turbine technology, regarded as the end- goal for offshore wind technology, is exclusively with
Norway and Japan. Scotland’s contribution, as with Hunterston and Methil, is to generously subsidise further
testing of units, which have already undergone rigorous testing in their respective homelands.

,

                          Fukushima floater being towed out to its  offshore installation

Methil Samsung Off-shore Tester!!

TIDE:-  Scotland’s tidal development is
dependent on French, Norwegian, or US
imported  technology .
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Norwegian prototype tidal turbine arriving in Orkney



WAVE;-  Scotland offers indige-

nous technology. It offers 2 con-

cepts, Pelamis and Oyster but no

one seems to want either.

Wave, currently, is not cost

effective. It has a long way to

go,to become cost-effective.

 UK wave energy firms have

joined forces with Bosch Rexroth

on a research project at Aachen

University to consolidate research,

to create a standardised, self-con-

tained offshore wave electricity

generator.

HYPE:

Alex S as early as  2009 was hyping that Scotland was the "Saudi Arabia of Renewables” Earlier this year in
New York he stated Scotland’s “….energy resources can power much of Europe; our energy innovation can power
the world. It’s a time for Scotland - to become the intellectual powerhouse of green energy.” Messianic stuff.

This was Fergus Ewing‘s hype, when funding was confirmed for Maygen’s experimental Phase 1 Pentland Firth
project. This is £51mill 4X1.5Mw units to generate 6MW (same output as the Siemens tester @ Hunterston)

“Our  ambition for Scotland’s emerging wave and tidal sectors remains great. Developments such as the MeyGen
tidal power project in the Pentland Firth takes our ambition to the next level and further cements Scotland’s
reputation as a world leader in deploying renewables technology”.

Mr Ewing should get out a wee bit more. His, and SG’s hype, verges on the delusional.

WIND: Scotland has deployed nothing

WAVE: Scotland has deployed nothing, other than experimental units. Australia has the world’s first commercial-
scale grid-connected wave energy project

Many Tiree windsurfers have wintered –over in W .Australia, particularly the Margaret River area to catch these
waves, and taste these wines.

Cullen’s was described to me as ‘Conan the Barbarian’ of Chardonnay. Sumptuously it fulfilled this
description. For a more restrained palate I recommend the Pierro.  I digress.
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Oyster(yellow) and Pelamis (red) experimental units testing at sea



Tide: Scotland has deployed nothing, other than experimental units. This contrasts with French and S.Korean
deployment. Other countries may be making comparable tangible progress to deployment.

France;-completed the world's first large-scale tidal power plant Rance Tidal Power Station in 1966

S.Korea:-  Sihwa Lake Tidal Power Station(254MW)came on stream in 2011 .

Wales:- is promoting the Swansea Tidal lagoon project, which may eclipse Scotland’s Maygen/Pentland Firth
project.

Canada:- The Bay of Fundy has one of the largest tidal ranges in the world, is attracting Atlantis the Aussie
developer of Scotland’s Maygen/Pentland Firth

Australia;-Atlantis is looking at a number of Aussie tidal projects.

NTA in its 4years endured ,from Scottish Government, an endless stream of what one could call “ Scottish
Exceptionalism and  Scottish Offshore Renewables.Others may describe it as bullshit. It provoked me to write
a contrary perspective “ Scottish Offshore Renewables … a mirage of Scottish Exceptionalism?

ENVIRONMENT:-
Marine Protected Area(MPA): Tiree has
progressed from ‘search location’ status,
to being considered for full MPA status.

The record sighting of basking sharks,
during SPR’s summer 2012 survey, was
providential.

       CAVEAT EMPTOR

MPA status does not prohibit renewables
development. It only presents another
hurdle for a Developer seeking consent.

What was never addressed in any of the
inputs to the Tiree Array, was its potential
environmental damage to the sea- bed.
Rock dumping for scour protection, cable
ploughing and protection for the Tiree
Array, would have required the
displacement of approx 3-5 Million Tons of
seabed sand and rock.
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MPA for consideration ( incl Tiree )

http://www.no-tiree-array.org.uk/?page_id=3423
http://www.no-tiree-array.org.uk/?page_id=3423


INWARD INVESTMENT
Minimal:-: None of the many MOA’s
announced by Alex S, to great fanfare,
has made any tangible progress. The
speculated  Areva and Gamesa turbine
production plants for Leith, remain
conceptual, on a blank page of A4. Areva
and Gamesa  have recently agreed to a
JV, so if there is any progress it will be
for one plant .

Siemens has committed to set up a
production facility in Hull.  Vestas (now
owned by Mitsubishi) is rumoured to
favour Hull for its possible UK turbine
production facility.

SOCIO-ECONOMIC

After SPR’s 2009 announcement of the proposed Tiree Array,a socio economic study of Tiree was commissioned
It proved to be very poor desk-bound research. It was among the inputs to a June 2010 public meeting, which
offered the Tiree community the first detailed information of the proposed Tiree Array. Such was the potential
impact, Scottish Government proposed a TIREE MASTER PLAN. A MASTER PLAN suggested much more than
what was to subsequently emerge.

The TIREE MASTER PLAN was to morph into assessing the O&M options.

Responses to the significant implications of Offshore vs Onshore transmission, were, depending on one’s
perspective, to prove evasive, or possibly Delphic.

OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE (O&M); was the focus of SPR, A&B Council, and  Scottish Government
development agencies efforts to market the Tiree Array as offering Tiree some economic benefit.  After adoption
in Mar 2011 the socio- economic impacts of the proposed Tiree Array’s were to be researched/assessed via a
Tiree Master Plan, but it morphed into a Scenario Mapping study of the four O&M options.

The only O&M option that indicated possible economic benefit was a shore-based facility. NTA consistently
challenged this option and concept. The O&M decision is not the decision of the developer. It is dictated by
the turbine manufacturer’s guarantee terms. With a trend to refinance development after consent, the trend in
O&M, is for the turbine manufacturer to be contracted to retain O&M throughout  wind farms life span. Siemens,
the major turbine manufacture, have 2 O&M vsls currently fitting-out  in Norway for delivery early 2015. These
vsls will carry out maintenance from within an offshore wind farm, as opposed to ferrying O&M personnel from an
onshore O&M base.   The offshore wind industry trend is to copy Siemens approach.

Siemens’ proposed Hull  turbine production facility

Transmission:- Offshore vs Onshore ( inset)
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One of  Siemens two offshore wind farm  O&M vessel  fitting out in Norway

The rig design (inset) offers a comprehensive O&M module for servicing deep water Round 3
sites, from within the site.  It is designed by Scottish Naval architects.

ENERGY ISSUES
I won’t dwell too much on the obvious. Scottish Energy policy is a
at best a guddle, at worst a bourach.

In 2012 Scottish Govt  ploughed through its 20-session self
seeking Enquiry into its own renewables targets, on the premise
that the cost of fossil fuels would inexorably rise  and their supply
was a dwindling resource.

WRONG , so so WRONG.
Global fossil fuels are in abundance. Prices are falling. Solar
power is proving more cost – effective. Carbon capture has made
a major break through. Offshore wind is struggling to meet its
self imposed £100/mwh 2020 cost target. This was the magic
figure that came out of the ether, 2 years ago, when both
government and developers were wanting a cost figure to keep
the consumer onside to support subsidy largesse. The subsidy
support level for projects commissioned in 2019 was recently set
at £140/mwh. Developers gurned.

Gurning is the norm in any subsidy- dependent industry, but, in
the case of offshore wind, it would suggest the 2020 £100/mwh
target is unachievable.

Brent Crude Oil Spot Price;- is at a current level of $95.70, and
down 12.56 % from its $109.45 level one year ago.

Coal remains King;- the pre-eminent global commodity for
energy generation has shown a more dramatic downward price
trend, coupled with ever expanding supply.

The shale revolution means that the USA is overtaking Saudi
Arabia as the world’s largest oil producer. UK Govt has embraced
the potential of UK Shale on UK energy, but SG’s response has
been ostrich-like.

Scotland’s  “Everyone’s out of step except our wee Jock” insular
energy perspective is not in Scotland’s national interest. However
tentative signs suggest that SG may emerge ,dragging its heels,
to begin a very slow fox-trot, to embrace a more rational shale
development policy.

Ineous’ Grangemouth refinery takes feed stock from the US. Last
week it announced plans to offer a community benefit(CB) of
up to £2.5bn of shale gas revenues, if it successfully develops a
329 square kilometre area around its Grangemouth power plant.

Friends of the Earth(FoE)Scotland slammed Ineous’ community
benefit proposal as  "a transparent attempt to bribe commu-
nities".  When NTA made the same bribe observation re any CB
arising from development of the Tiree Array, FoE was silent.

Brent oil : 5 yr price trend

 Aussie Coal:- 5 year price trend

US  Shale:- Exponential expansion

I wish to state that the O&M Scenario
Mapping study, and the subsequent
report by consultants Ironside Farrar,
was the most impressive document
informing the Tiree Communty, of the
potential implications of the proposed
Tiree Array.

Climate Change:-  Over the last few years the global debate has discreetly changed tack, from being
combatively apocalyptic,to addressing,pragmatically, how mankind may best adapt to possible climate change.
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The INDEPENDENCE REFERENDUM
As someone who ran away to Torridon, in the week prior to the
vote, to escape all the referendum noise ,I would prefer not to
go there …. BUT ..

In Dec 2013, two days prior to SPR dropping the Tiree Array,
NTA wrote to Fergus Ewing (FE) asking him to clarify SG’s
Independence White Paper on renewables subsidy. SG’s White
Paper ostensibly indicated that SG’s renewables ambitions for
an Independent Scotland ,would be subsidy dependent on rUK.

NTA asked Ed Davey, UK Energy Minister, for his interpretation
of SG’s White paper.

Davey replied within 4 weeks, and stated in the event of a YES,
it would have to be matter for negotiation. FE took 6 months to
reply, and obfuscated. In the interim there was a very emphatic
European Court of Justice ruling on the issue of cross border
subsidy. This may have  influenced FE’s obfuscation.

The outcome of the referendum for Scottish Renewables was
best summed up by Ian Marchant ex CEO of SSE, now
chairman of Infinis Energy PLC, a company investing in

Scottish Renewables, who formally welcomed the ‘NO’
outcome of  Scotland’s Independence Referendum.

Had ‘YES’ been the outcome of the referendum, it was
my view,that Scotland’s Renewables ambitions would hit
the buffers.

This view was shared,only days before the referendum, by
Michael Liebreich, chairman of the advisory board at
Bloomberg New Energy Finance, who said: “A 'yes’ vote
would be likely to slam the brakes on the Scottish renewable
energy sector.”

Ironically, it was earlier in the year, in New York,attending the
‘Bloomberg Future of Energy Summit’, one of the world’s
most prestigious annual energy events, that Alex S offered his
messianic perspective on Scotland’s “potential to become the
intellectual powerhouse of green energy”.

In concluding this Postcript, I must record my
gratitude to:-

(1) Tiree’s  Basking Sharks

(2) Tiree’s  Great Northern Divers

(3) Tiree’s formidable seas.

Without which, SPR may have stumbled on.

      Clansman; Failing to get into Tiree,turns back for Oban.
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